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Marketing of an Aliphatic Nitrile for use as a Lemon Bleach 
Fragrance 

 
 
Once a chemical company has developed a new compound or formulation, a business 
case must be prepared to support its full-scale manufacture and commercialisation. As 
part of a business case, a marketing strategy must be prepared. In this exercise, you are 
asked to consider the issues relevant to a marketing strategy for the commercialisation of 
an aliphatic nitrile, either 3-methyloctanonitile, 3-methyldecanonitrile or 2-
methyldecanonitile, suitable for use as a fragrance component in lemon bleach (see 
Lemon Bleach Scenario). Some background information on these nitriles is described in 
the US patent number 4,579,680 by Charles Sell (below). Using your general knowledge 
of the marketing of chemicals and household products and the marketing models 
described in this section, the 4Ps model, Product Life Cycle, SWOT model and Porters 5 
forces model to guide your thoughts, decide how you will market the aliphatic nitriles 
and/or the cleaning products incorporating them*. A few thoughts on how to apply the 
marketing models are provided below. 
 
 
The 4Ps Model: 
This model provides four categories of product, price, place and promotion to consider 
for the aliphatic nitriles. The best way of thinking about each section is to add the word 
“policy” to each of the words. So for example price “policy” will mean how you are going 
to price the product in the marketplace. You may have evaluated your costs (see Money 
section) and wish to add on a profit margin but how much, 5%, 10%, 50%, 100%? 
However, whatever your costs of manufacture, the price you will be able to obtain in the 
marketplace will depend on many factors including the market structure (see Market 
models in Money section) and the economic power within the supply chain (see Porters 
model). So, are you going to set a high price or a low price relative to other competitive 
fragrance products? Also for example promotion “policy” will mean where and how you 
will advertise and promote your product. Will you sell a chemical ingredient to a bleach 
manufacturer, or a more complex fragrance formulation, or a finished beach direct to 
retailers? 
How will you advertise, by personal selling to large corporate buyers or in chemical 
catalogues or via national televisions adverts? 
 
 
Product Life Cycle:  
The position of your product within a product life cycle will help you to decide how to 
market your aliphatic nitrile and where any investment in production, process  
improvement or logistics may be needed. 
 
 
SWOT Model: 
This model should really be applied to a specific real-life organisation and marketplace 
so that the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats are real. However, in 
this case study you are asked to propose what aspects of each of the four categories  
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would be “good and profitable” for the company commercialising aliphatic nitriles and 
what would be “bad for profitability”. Identify what factors would be good or bad using the 
information you know about the aliphatic nitriles and any general marketing information 
you can find on the internet about the fragrance and household bleach markets. This will 
show what issues will need to be addressed within a marketing strategy. 
 
 
Porters 5-Forces Model:  
Like the SWOT model, for each of the four categories of this model, power of suppliers 
and buyers, threat of new entrants and substitutes and industry structure, you 
should propose what aspects would be “good and profitable” for the company 
commercialising aliphatic nitriles and what would be “bad for profitability”. 
 
 
Output: Prepare a 2 or 3 page marketing strategy document for the commercialisation of 
aliphatic nitriles for use as a lemon bleach fragrance. This should include an introduction, 
a description of output from each marketing model and a concluding statement of critical 
success factors for the commercialisation of the aliphatic nitriles. Critical success factors 
are perhaps 5 or 6 key issues that would need to be addressed or put in place before the 
product should be launched to give it a reasonable chance of commercial success. A 
new product is more likely to be successful if the company has competitive advantage 
over the other suppliers of the product or similar products. Competitive advantage means 
that a company can offer a product or supporting benefits that competitors are unable to 
deliver or would find it very expensive to do so, hence commercially unattractive for them 
to compete with your product. How would you ensure that your aliphatic nitrile has 
competitive advantage within the bleach market? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
* The ‘Lemon Bleach Scenario’ suggests that you produce the nitrile fragrance component in-house and 
buy in other fragrance components and unfragranced cleaning products in order to formulate your own 
range of cleaning products for retail. For this Marketing exercise, you can assume this to be true, in which 
case the exercise is directed at the marketing of your retail product range, or you can imagine that you are 
selling the novel nitrile fragrance component to existing cleaning product manufacturers to fragrance their 
products. This would be a different marketing exercise that might not involve direct marketing to the public. 
Perhaps you could consider both situations and this might help you think which would be the best strategy 
for your new business – concentrating on making the novel fragrance component and selling it to end-
users, or making the component and exploiting its novelty in your own range of cleaning products. 








